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Key Events to Watch

Equities: European stocks are pushing higher again this morning after very
strong performances in the main indices yesterday. Indices are up a further
c.2% on Wednesday morning, with Germany's DAX30 trading its highest levels
since late February. Japan's Nikkei 225 was stronger by over 1% last night.
Currencies: The safe-haven USD and JPY are on the back foot once again this
morning, as funds continue to flow out of defensive assets and towards risk-on.
Euro is now above $1.12 while Pound Sterling is likely to breach the $1.26 mark
today to the upside. Growing optimism on the reopening of economies is the
main driver of these moves this week.
Safe-havens:  Bonds were mixed but fairly muted on Tuesday, with German
bund yields grinding higher this morning. Gold remains between 1,700-1,750.
Looking ahead:  This afternoon we get the Bank of Canada's rate decision,
which we expect to remain at 0.25%, along with the US Non-Manufacturing PMI
reading, both at 15:00 Irish time. G7 meetings will also take place all day,
involving finance ministers and central bankers from the world's largest nations.
Thursday and Friday could see increased volatility across markets as we see the
ECB rate decision and then US NFP data.

Along with growing optimism surrounding the seemingly successful
early stages of reopening in Europe, another reason behind this
morning's risk-on sentiment was the release of positive Chinese data
overnight. China's Services PMI came in at 55.0 last night, beating
consensus expectations of a contractionary 47.4. This result puts
China's services sector in expansionary territory, and amazingly
boasts it highest level for the reading since 2010.
In addition, according to Reuters this morning, China's oil demand is
now back to "more than 90% of the level seen before the
coronavirus pandemic struck", showing a robust and fairly firm
recovery which has the likelihood of repeating itself across Europe
and the US in Q3 and Q4 of this year. China is the world's second
largest consumer of the commodity.

Chinese Data

Lufthansa

Brexit Talks Resume

Lufthansa shares are over 5% higher on Wednesday morning after
the release of Q1 earnings results from Germany's largest airliner. 
The airline reported a net loss of €2.1b over the quarter, vs a net loss
of €342m in the same period in 2019. 
Revenues were down 17.9% y/y to €6.44b, while adjusted EBIT fell by
€1.22b. Lufthansa's non-executive board this week approved a €9b
German Government bailout which will involve the Government
acquiring a 20% stake in the group along with two supervisory board
seats.
Many analysts are now expecting that the airline will be taken out of
Germany's DAX equity index this year, in which Lufthansa has
resided since the late 80's.

Negotiators from both sides resumed talks yesterday, this being the
fourth round of talks in 2020 so far, and specifically aimed at working
on a trade deal between the European Union and the UK.
Despite the pandemic-related disruptions that EU-UK trade talks
experienced over recent months, the December 31st deadline still
looms over the UK's economy. As of now, we do not expect the UK to
apply for any extension to this deadline which will see them leave the
EU customs union and single market, trade deal or no trade deal.
From an asset allocation standpoint, we see Brexit as a slight cause
for concern the further we advance towards year end with no trade
deal agreed. We see the potential for spells of volatility, especially in
UK equities and certain specific stock sectors within the European
equity space in the fourth quarter.


